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The Punkva Caves is one of prominent tourist attractions in the Czech Republic. The Caves receive
around 200 000 visitors a year (Správa jeskyní 2010) which makes one quarter of all the showcaves
attendance in the country. Together with other 13 Czech showcaves the Punkva caves are run by
Cave Administration of the Czech Republic (CA). Punkva Caves are opened all year round though from
October to March the opening hours are shortened. Interpretation is delivered by 3 professional
guides and 9 boat pilots reinforced with more than 70 seasonal guides, mostly students.
Groups of visitors enter the cave with a guide in 20 minutes intervals. Maximum size of a group is 54
adult visitors or 70 children and thus the interpretation by the guide throughout the 720 metres long
tour takes place only at 8 spots where the group can gather to listen to the guide. During the boat
trip the tour is guided by a boat pilot. He or she can communicate with the boat passengers
continuously.
This text looks at interpretation in the Punkva caves from the perspective of several learning and
communication theories applied on visitor experience of disadvantaged groups: children below six,
physically challenged visitors and foreign visitors. Appendix 1 shows the content of the guided tour,
the script is universal and applied by guides to all groups of visitors, often in simplified way.
Both Brochu (2003:72) and Carter (2001:33) stress necessity of defining objectives of interpretation
to evaluate its performance. At this point only statutory purposes of CA are available: three out of
nine field of activities in CA status deal directly with visitor experience: 1. provision of guided tours in
showcaves by own employees only, 2. conservation of cave environment and 3. safety assurance of
visitors (Ministry of Environment 6/10) The conservation and safety concerns are further specified in
visitors’ rules of the Punkva Caves (Cave Administration2006) setting management objectives. No
document, public or internal, sets interpretive goals or objectives that could be used for evaluation
of interpretation.
Children below 6
Successful audience-centred interpretation objectives must be underpinned with knowledge about
visitors and non-visitors Black (2005:7), Brochu (2003:81). For the purpose of this work proportion of
child visitors is of great importance since the children have specific learning needs that differ from
those of adults: Freeman Tilden (2007:77) suggested the interpretation to children below 12 years of
age should follow fundamentally different principles. This corresponds with the age of reaching stage
of formal logical operations defined by Piaget (1972). Some authors (Čížková, 2004:44) use the term
second structural metamorphosis at this age of cognitive development. The first structural
metamorphosis takes place between 5-7 years of age – a child replaces intuitive thinking with
concrete logical operations according to Piaget’s theory of cognitive development. Unlike Beck and
Cable (2002:57) who stretch Tilden’s demand for special interpretation to children below 12 with the
same claim for teenagers and seniors, the work of Piaget (1972) suggests to refine the below 12
category into at least three stages: sensori-motor (0-yrs), pre-operational (2-6 yrs) and concreteoperational (7-11). Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development theory (Atherton 2010) reminds
interpreters that social interaction is crucial in the process of making meaning. This in practice means

different attitudes or interpretive stimuli should be offered to organized groups (schools,
kindergartens) and to families where adults can directly collaborate with children.
The data collected by CA do not give clear picture of visitors, children in particular. Visitors are
divided by nationality and into four categories according to type of tickets sold: a. full price, b. senior,
c. discounted (students up to 26, children 6-15 years of age, children below 6 in organized groups)
and c. free admission (children below 6, visitors with special status). Thus all the children categories
suggested above mix together except children below 6 accompanied by adults in family (like) groups.
Black (2005:66) states that children below 6 are the audience to which little attention was paid in
museum literature. One of the reasons he identifies is that children are considered “museumsuitable” from the age of 7 which corresponds with stage of concrete logical operations (Piaget
1972). Nevertheless this audience is for various reasons coming and as we can see it makes
considerable proportion of the Punkva caves visitors (8% of all visitors are the children below 6
coming with adults plus unknown share of children in organized groups, presumably most of them
aged 4 – 6 since the Punkva Caves Rules advise adults not to visit with kids below 3). Using division of
interpretive objectives into learning, emotional and behavioural ones (Veverka 1998: 45) the
emotional interpretive objectives should play the main role in this age group. Činčera (2010) lists
several studies proving that strong experiences with nature in childhood play an important role in
later development of environmental sensitivity. Provision of strong positive experience with
outstanding natural beauty of the underground world could be convenient interpretive objective for
the children below 6 years of age.
Examining the guided tour through the Punkva caves we found several aspects that meet the
suggested interpretive objective and needs of this age group listed by Beck and Cable (2002:63): 1.
The program consists of short stops that accommodate child’s attention. 2. Engagement of fantasy:
naming dripstone formations, fairy-tale about Macocha abyss. 3. There are several moments of
surprise throughout the tour: lightening of dripstones, entering the Macocha abyss bottom, boarding
the boat. 4. The large underground spaces host big dripstone formations thus playing role of “large
scale exhibits” that proved to be very attractive to young children despite lacking interactivity
(Piscitelly and Anderson 2001: 279).
There are several aspects of the visit to the Punkva caves that do not suit the audience of young
children below 6 (Beck and Cable 2002: 63): 1. If children come in an organized group there is little
chance to interact with an adult. 2. Children are advised to be quiet and suspend their spontaneity –
visitors should not “disturb talk of the guide” (The Punkva Caves Visitor Rules 2010). 3. Movement or
other physical activity is not encouraged.
Based on work of Piaget (1972) and Machlis and Field (in Beck and Cable, 2002:62) the following
improvements are suggested for visitors below 6 years of age. 1. Redesign the guided tour for
organized groups of pre-schoolers: 1a. Encourage carers to involve in interpretation. 1b. Put more
emphasis on fantasy based on natural objects. 1c. Involve children’s activity – they can point to
dripstone formations with flashlights. 1d. Avoid abstract concepts, historical dates and unfamiliar
words (lime-stone, devon, sedimentation). 2. Enable multi-sensory experience within conservation
limits of the caves – test cave acoustic by singing or clapping hands, artificial stalagmite touching. 3.
Connect underground features with familiar on-ground ones (underground stream, cave animals,

flora near sources of light). 4. Dedicate small outdoor area for child-play while waiting at cave
entrance.
Physically challenged visitors
Wheelchair users are offered limited tour – visit to the first dome – spot 1 (Appendix 1) and then
they come back to entrance, where they can board boats with assistance of boat pilots and go on
empty boat to meet the group and then back on full boats. Positive aspect is that this information is
provided on CA webpages together with advice to visit another 3 caves suiting better to wheelchair
users. It would be technically possible to enhance wheelchair users’ experience of viewing the
Macocha abyss bottom.
Other physically challenged visitors may get into serious problems since no previous warnings are
published online or at cave entrance. Both 70 stairs in the Reichenbach’s Dome and boarding the
boats require good mobility. These visitors as well as wheelchair users should be offered alternative
access (e.g. video tour).
Visitors with hearing difficulties may enjoy the cave thanks to the printed guide (Appendix 1), which
unfortunately does not exist in Czech while Czechs make 60% of visitors. Blinded visitors and those
with visual impairments might enjoy the microclimate of the cave, its acoustics and safe rock surfaces
(artificial tunnel versus natural corridors). However, this is at some place possible only with an
assistant to avoid collision with rocks protruding to the path. Acoustic signals may give advance
warning to these particular visitors.

Foreign visitors
40% of the Punkva Caves visitors come from abroad. Graph 1 shows proportion of different
nationalities coming in 2009. In 2002 the spots on the guided tour where interpretation is delivered
were equipped with speakers and recorded audio-guides in 6 languages. Explanation in up to 2
recorded languages can be played to a group at one spot within the time limit. If there are more
people assigned to a group that are not comfortable with the languages of the tour they are either
asked to join another group or are equipped with a copy of printed guide (Appendix 1). While the
record is played the group guide follows its content and illustrates the facts pointing to objects
around with his or her flashlight. Interpretation delivery of boat pilots is continuous in Czech,
however, limited only to basic information in some foreign languages: depth of water, names of
dripstone formations. Visitors leave the boats to visit Masaryk Dome which is equipped with
recorded audio guide.

Graph 1 Nationalities of foreign visitors coming to the Punkva Caves in 2009

One information panel at the cave entrance (Appendix 2) bears information about showcaves in
Moravian karst in Czech, English and German, other panels are in Czech.
Official languages of states where most of the visitors come from are provided through audio guides
except Chinese for visitors from Taiwan. Some guides can speak English, Russian or German so they
are able to deliver live interpretation, however most of them prefer records even though they are
able to answer questions in the above mentioned languages. Some respondents in qualitative
research of Mortier (2004) complained about quality of recordings. They found it difficult to
understand the non-native speakers who read the script.
The content of the guided tour (Appendix 1) is typical representation of one-way transmission from
interpreter to visitors (Mason 2005: 201). Table 1 in Appendix 3 analyses the script and examines
messages and supposed prior knowledge within the text. It also suggests some improvements. The
improvements are based on integral paradigm of interpretation (Kohl 2010) incorporating different
views on topics and their social background. However, the main drawback of the guided tour content
is that it lacks system derived from interpretive objectives and transformed into themes and
storylines (Brochu 2003), (Ham 1992) . This according to constructionist approach to information
processing (Bransford and Johnson 1972) suspends development of inferences throughout the
information processing which makes it less effective. Another constraint to effective interpretation
emerging from the lack of interpretation planning is frequent use of unknown terms and concepts as
illustrates Table 1. This point applies to all visitors of the caves regardless of their nationality.
Making interpretation records in Chinese and improving the map scheme on the printed guide could
easily enhance experience of most of the foreign visitors. Nevertheless, deeper rethinking of the
whole interpretation on the cave tour would be necessary to meet to be defined learning, emotional
and behavioural objectives of interpretation delivery.

Conclusion

The Punkva Caves are place of outstanding natural beauty. The visitor experience could be
dramatically enhanced by employing basic interpretive planning strategies, defining interpretive
goals and objectives and tying messages into themes and storylines. Cave Administration could on
the other hand meet its objectives in the field of conservation and health and safety. Simple
improvements based on employment of communication and learning theories could be made to
meet the needs of children below 6, visitors with hearing impairments and foreign visitors. Physically
challenged visitors should be better informed about demands of the guided tour. There is much work
to be done to deliver high quality interpretation that could go beyond the natural assets of the
Punkva Caves.
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APPENDIX 1 – THE PUNKVA CAVES TOUR SCRIPT
Cave Administration (c.a. 2003)

APPENDIX 2 – PHOTODOCUMENTATION
Information tables at the cave entrance

Cave tour

Macocha abyss bottom

Stalagnate “The Angel”

Visitors on the abyss bottom

Boat boarding

APPENDIX 3 – THE PUNKVA CAVES TOUR ANALYSIS
Analysis of the script (Cave Administration c.a. 2003) focuses only on expected prior knowledge and
summarises messages within the text. Wider assessment of underlying paradigms was not
undertaken.
Interpretation
spot
Foreword

Introduction
to the Punkva
Caves

Stop No. 1 –
The Front
Dome

Stop No. 2 –
The Mirror
Lake

Previous knowledge

Messages

connection between
limestones and karst;

the reader is regarded as visitor (member
of THEM) to whom natural riches of OUR
country are shown;
only small part of the treasure (four caves)
is opened to the public;
explanation of local geography;
caves are complicated;
there was an important man named Karel
Absolon;

avoid the we-you dichotomy in the
text;

Karel Absolon led the team that discovered
this space and other parts of the caves;
there are different types of dripstones and
some formation bear information about
cave development;

demonstrate connection between
the text and enclosed schematic
map;
expanation how dripstones come
into being instead naming their
forms;

the team of discovered come to an
obstacle at this place;
there were floods in the cave and it was
filled with mud and water that needed to
be pumped out;

if the story of discovery should be
one of the main themes – more
attention should be paid to
introducing the topic;
notion about ripple-marks should be
put amid introduction of interaction
of water and limestone not into the
story of pumping-out siphon;
explanation of the name of the
dome;
replacement of difficult words in
explanation of cave ceiling collapse;
explanation of flooding – where it
comes from and why;

connection between
streams and creation
of caves;
Punkva river is
created by
underground
confluence of two
streams;
who was Karel
Absolon and what
was his vision and
“the project”;
what speleothem
means;
what is the relation
between an
underground stream
and a cave;
dripstone forms;
dripstone nicknames;
what is siphon and
how can something
“sink towards it”;
what is flowstone;
what cave chimney
means;

Stop No. 3
The
Reichenbach
Dome

what “tectonically
fractured zone of the
limestone beds”
means;
how caves are
structured into levels
and what “cave
gallery” means;

some kind of catastrophe happened at this
place;
this place is also sometimes flooded;

Stop No. 4
The Back
Dome

stalagmite-stalagtite
pair;

flora develops in showcaves, which is
wrong;
(though English of the text is left without
comments at this point it should be
pointed out that “peculiar” should
probably be replaced by “particular”)

Suggested improvements

simple map can replace difficult
explanation;
clarify the magic of limestone being
dissolved by water;
avoid abstract terms (e.g.
complicated network);
Karel Absolon’s effort could be
placed within broader social context;

the lamp-flora phenomenon bears
great potential for interpretation and
illustration of plant physiology,
eradication of flora by humans
(chemicals are used) may provoke
discussion about conservation
management;
different dripstone formations can
well illustrate the
erosion/sedimentation processes;

Stop No. 5
The Angel

what is “typical” on
Tunnel Gallery;
where the Tunnel
gallery is situated on
the schematic map;

some discoveries were made from the
Macocha abyss;
parts of the tour leads through artificially
made corridors;

dripstones surrounded by hundreds
of inches wide ponds can explain
how the water dropping works within
caves;
crossroads of corridors shows how
the flowing underground streams
form caves;
names used in the text should be
noted on the schematic map;

Stop No. 6
The Bottom
of the
Macocha
Abyss

what is siphon;

what is the name Macocha derived from
and how the abyss has been used by
suicides;
how big is the abyss and how its hydrology
works;
how the abyss developed;
the abyss hosts some very rare species;
it took 13 years to make the next part of
the tour possible;

Stop No. 7
The Upper
Landing Stage

what is siphon;

names of different parts of the corridors;
depth of water in different parts of the
cruise;

Stop No. 8 –
Masaryk’s
Dome

what was role of
military in discoveries
of the Punkva caves;
how the discoveries
were made;
what is Pleistocene;

the Masaryk dome was discovered by
chance;
discovery methods took their toll on
dripstones;
visitors have got negative impact on caves;

hydrology of lake is of minor
importance since it does not
illustrate any wider principle;
microclimate of the abyss is what
visitors feel and can be used to
illustrate the rare flora occurrence;
making the boat tour possible using
destructive methods and artificial
lowering of water level is actually
controversial and can be used to
provoke visitors’ interest;
what was the reason of overcoming
Wicked siphon and how this relates
to human-nature interaction;
names used in the text should be
noted on the schematic map;
how the caves originally looked and
how they were made floatable;
controversial destructive methods of
discoveries could provoke visitors’
interest;
tertiary beavers and how they got
deep into the cave can illustrate
many stories from evolution of
species to evolution of caves and
evolution of knowledge;

